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There seem to be two clear views about progress
made in the treatment of cancer. One is that there
has been little advance in finding a cure; the other

is more up-beat, believing that steady progress has been
made and will continue in the future. We seldom find a
nicely balanced view of the present situation in the
literature and much less frequently in the media.
After 50 years in cancer research, I would find it

difficult to believe that things are not better today than
half a century ago in our knowledge of cancer and its
treatment. But we ought to ask why a negative view
prevails throughout the public domain. Much was – and
still is – expected of doctors and scientists to cure
tumours and reduce the risk of developing it in future; they have
made and continue to render a great service in addressing these
challenges, but the disappointment comes, as so often in life, when
the ultimate goal is largely beyond the realms of possibility. This in
itself sounds negative, but the general public needs to understand the
real problem. I have previously written about the need for a more
pragmatic view [1]; in paraphrase:
“Cancer is an abiding topic in medicine, and a disease that

disturbs the lives of very many people, the sufferers themselves and
their families…The hope of an elixir fades when we it is appreciated
that cancer covers a huge range of disorders; It is folly to think that
a cure – a panacea – can be found or something like a vaccine to stop
everyone from developing a tumour. But there are some particular
types of tumours that nevertheless can be cured. What we really
need is to gain greater control over cancer of most types. If the
disease is containable, many victims can thereafter lead a fairly
normal life of increasingly better (acceptable) quality. But we have to
be realistic and recognise that it is not a disease that is going to go
away. Indeed, the very opposite is true…because in most developed
countries, people are living considerably longer, the elderly soon to
comprise a very sizeable percentage of the population. Cancer is a
disease that can arise at any time during life, and the longer people
live, the greater becomes the chance of developing a cancer.”  
I have stressed that every cancer is unique, just as each of us is

unique. Each tumour has to be considered on its own characteristics,
and therefore be treated differently from any other case (personalised
or customised treatment). The classification of tumours on
histopathological and other criteria suggests to the oncologist
treatments that might be effective, and this has been the practice for
many years, but now it is increasingly clear that it is not so simple
to lump tumours of an apparently similar kind together and expect
them to respond to treatment in the same way. There is also an
inevitable increase in their resistance to an ever wider range of
cytotoxic drugs and treatments.
I find it objectionable, as must many readers of ON, that

prominent/eminent people have ranted about the lack of progress in
getting a cure for cancer because he or she has contracted a life-
threatening cancer or has recently lost a loved one from it. The media
seldom take a measured view, and can sometimes inflame public
opinion by reporting these seemingly spontaneous outbursts from
aggrieved sufferers. Neither seems to understand the underlying
problems just mentioned.
But is there an element of truth in the notion that we have

underperformed in dealing with cancer over the last 40 years or so?
Much debate occurred at the time, i.e. about 40 years, following
Nixon’s “Cancer Bill” that proposed to meet the challenge within a
decade given that sufficient funds were available for appropriate
research [2,3]. While a few billion dollars were then allocated to

make this possible, more like two orders of magnitude
more dollars have been spent in the US in the interim.
Whole teams of experts in oncology and many other
disciplines are now helping to control tumours to give the
“average” cancer patient a greater chance of survival and
a much a better quality of life. This is where progress has
been made and more will be achieved in the future, with
ever better therapeutic modalities being developed. For
those wishing to read a good critique based on the idea
that progress has seemingly been painfully slow, the
article by Spector in Science Enquirer is worth reading
[4].
The situation outlined above has to be made clear to

the general public, as its understanding of the true nature and
problems of cancer remain poor. Unfortunately those who most need
to be educated about the symptoms associated with of a tumour
and/or the risk of one developing are usually those who take least
notice. This emphasises the importance of taking greater personal
responsibility for one’s health. A clear example of this is obesity, an
increasing social issue that leads to many medical problems, one
being a higher risk of cancer. The more screening for different types
of tumour and the frequency with which they are carried out, the
better prevention will become. People presenting late with advanced
tumours, especially with metastases, can expect at best only a short-
term reprieve – probably better control than hitherto, but
nevertheless management that will be mainly palliative. Education
on these matters is relatively sporadic and can definitely be racked
up: some of this is our problem, but other aspects can come through
the cognizanti of the general public helping to inform their fellows.
For example,

Three aspects on the medical side:
• Giving more information of the trials and tribulations of doctors
trying to treat cancer

• Providing more informative progress reports on improved
methods of treatment

• Interacting more positively in public education about cancer; e.g.
discussing these issues in media outlets that are particularly
relevant (a cancer column in SAGA magazine?).

Three aspects on the public side:
• Making it abundantly clear that one’s health is one’s own
responsibility in the first place

• Taking note of the campaigns regarding cancer in general and
specific types (breast and prostate being two of the most obvious
– Bob Monkhouse and Angelina Jolie)

• Finding out more about cancer in general, its signs and
symptoms, genetic background (inheritance risk), the importance
of early diagnosis, and knowledge of preventive measures (i.e.

examining one’s own life-style). n
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